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ABSTRACT
Web services provide a promising framework for developing inter-
operable software components that interact with each other across
organizational boundaries. For this framework to be successful,
the client and the server for a service have to interact with each
other based on the published service interface specification. If ei-
ther the client or the server deviate from the interface specification,
the client-server interaction will lead to errors. We present a frame-
work for checking interface conformance for web services. Given
an interface specification, we automatically generate web service
server stubs (for client verification) and drivers (for server verifi-
cation) and then use these stubs and drivers to check the confor-
mance of the client and server to the interface specification. We
implemented this framework by using interface grammars as the
interface specification language. We developed an interface com-
piler that automatically generates a stub or a driver from a given
interface grammar. We conducted a case study by applying these
techniques to the Amazon E-Commerce Service.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification; D.2.5
[Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

General Terms
Reliability, Verification

Keywords
interface grammars, web services

1. INTRODUCTION
By providing a framework that enables web accessible software

applications to interact with each other through the Internet, Web
services provide a promising next step in the evolution of electronic
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Figure 1: Basic architecture for web services

commerce. A crucial attribute of the web services framework is in-
teroperability. In this framework, different software components
written by different organizations should be able to interact with
each other based on the available interface specifications. Hence,
conformance to the interface specification becomes very important.
If either the client or the server deviate from the interface specifi-
cation, the client-server interaction will lead to errors. Note that
it may not be easy to test the client and server together since they
may not belong to the same organization.

In this paper we present a framework that addresses this problem.
Our basic idea is, given an interface specification, to automatically
generate web service stubs (for client verification) and drivers (for
server verification) and then use these stubs and drivers to check the
conformance of the client and the server to the interface specifica-
tion. We implemented this framework by using interface grammars
as the interface specification language. We developed a compiler
that automatically generates stubs and drivers from a given inter-
face grammar.

Web services interact with each other by exchanging messages
encoded using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [21]. XML
Schema [22] provides a type system for XML messages and the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [18] is a standard commu-
nication protocol for transmitting XML messages. Each web ser-
vice has to publish its invocation interface, e.g., network address,
ports, operations provided, and the expected XML message format
to invoke the service, using the Web Services Description Language
(WSDL) [20]. In its basic form, the web service architecture con-
sists of a simple RPC model where a client invokes operations ex-
ported by a service provider using the SOAP protocol as seen in
Figure 1. The WSDL specification serves as the contract between
the client and the server that defines the valid interactions.

Our web service verification framework is based on an interface
compiler that automatically creates stubs and drivers for client and
server verification. The input language for our interface compiler
is interface grammars. Interface grammars are expressive enough



to specify both control and data constraints that arise in web ser-
vice interfaces. Given server-side and client-side interface gram-
mar specifications, we use our interface compiler to generate a
server stub and a service driver. The server stub is a top-down
parser which uses the incoming SOAP requests as a lookahead. The
service driver, on the other hand, is a language generator, that gen-
erates SOAP request sequences based on the interface grammar.

Related Work: There has been earlier work on grammar-based
testing. Sirer and Bershad [17] have developed a grammar-based
test tool lava, with a focus on validating Java Virtual Machine im-
plementations. Maurer [14, 15] generates test data with an en-
hanced context free grammar for his DGL tool, Bauer and Fin-
ger [4] generate test cases using a regular grammar, and Duncan
and Hutchison [10] use attributed grammars to generate test cases.
None of these tools focus on web service verification and they use
grammars to characterize inputs rather than interfaces.

The use of finite state machines for specification, verification and
extraction of interfaces have been studied extensively [9, 8, 19, 2,
6, 5]. Finite state machines are not as expressive as interface gram-
mars and cannot specify nested structures.

In our earlier work, we proposed an approach for modeling inter-
faces of software components using grammars [12] and extended it
with support for modeling recursive data structures [11]. The cur-
rent paper extends these earlier results in several significant ways.
Specifically, our contributions in this paper can be summarized as
follows: 1) The framework and tools proposed in this paper en-
able both client and server verification for web services whereas
our earlier work [12] handles only client side verification. 2) This
paper focuses on web services and the presented tools produce
stubs and drivers that can simulate SOAP calls. 3) We implement
and experiment with two sentence generation heuristics for server
verification. We report coverage criteria such as production and
non-terminal coverage. 4) We conduct a case study and apply our
framework to both client and server verification of Amazon Web
Services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe an Amazon Web Service that we use as a case study. In
Section 3 we give an overview of interface grammars and show a
sample interface grammar for a simplified version of the Amazon
Web Service that we used in our case study. In Section 4 we discuss
our interface compiler. In Section 5 we discuss client verification
using interface grammars. In Section 6 we discuss server verifica-
tion using interface grammars. In Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2. AMAZON WEB SERVICE
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach we pro-

pose for verification and testing of web service clients and servers,
we have conducted a case study using the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) provided by Amazon.com [3]. AWS is a large framework
including various services such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2) for cloud computing, Amazon Flexible Payments
Service (Amazon FPS) for financial transactions, which require pay-
ment. The Amazon Associates Web Service (also known as the
Amazon E-Commerce Service or “ECS”), on the other hand, is a
free service that exposes Amazon’s product data with the goal of
driving traffic back to Amazon’s web sites or sales of Amazon prod-
ucts and services. We chose this service as the target of our case
study.

The Amazon E-Commerce Service (which we will refer to as
AWS-ECS) provides access to Amazon’s product data through a
SOAP interface specified with WSDL. The scope of the full AWS-
ECS is enormous since it provides information about the wide va-
riety of goods Amazon.com sells. The WSDL specification for the

AWS-ECS lists 40 operations, almost all of which are differing ways
of searching Amazon’s product database. We focus on what we be-
lieve to be the core of the AWS-ECS API, consisting of the ItemSearch,
CartCreate, CartAdd, CartModify, CartGet, and CartClear opera-
tions. (Notably absent is any manner for automatically purchasing
items in a cart. Amazon prefers that, after the user finds what he/she
is looking for, the AWS-ECS clients direct the user to an Amazon
web page for processing purchasing transactions.) We informally
define the semantics of these operations as follows:

• ItemSearch searches Amazon’s database for items matching
some set of keyword parameters. It returns a list of products
that match the search criteria.

• CartCreate takes an ASIN—a unique identifier for that item
in Amazon’s database—and a positive integer n and creates
a new cart that represents a request for n copies of that item.
All AWS-ECS operations require absolute quantities; that is,
it is impossible to say ‘add one more of this to the cart’; you
must first discover the contents of the cart and then send a
message updating them accordingly.

• CartAdd takes a cart, an ASIN and a positive integer n and
adds a new row to the cart requesting n copies of that item.
It returns the modified cart and a unique item identifier for
the new row in that cart. It is illegal to add an ASIN to a cart
that already has a row for that ASIN.

• CartModify takes a cart, an item identifier, and a non-negative
integer n and alters the row in the cart signified by the item
identifier so that it requests instead n copies of the item. The
row referred to by the item identifier must exist. If n = 0,
then the row is deleted entirely. Even though there can only
be one row for each ASIN, CartModify only takes the item
identifier returned by CartAdd or CartCreate.

• CartGet is a query operations that takes a cart and returns the
contents of the cart.

• CartClear takes a cart and removes everything from it, emp-
tying it out. This operation represents one of only two ways
to achieve an empty cart; the other is using CartModify with
n = 0.

The above six operations have several control flow constraints
that are not stated in the WSDL specification of the AWS-ECS. Ex-
cept for ItemSearch and CartCreate, every operation requires that
a cart already exists. CartModify can only be called after an item
identifier has been retrieved from CartCreate or CartAdd. It is il-
legal to call CartModify with anything, including previously valid
data, after a CartClear. Worse yet, this control flow is data depen-
dent; for example, one CartModify after another on the same item
identifier can be okay if the first has an n > 0, and fail otherwise.

3. INTERFACE GRAMMARS
In previous work [11, 12], we have proposed interface gram-

mars as a new language for the specification of component inter-
faces. The core of an interface grammar is a set of production rules
that specifies all acceptable method call sequences for the given
component. Given an interface specification for a component, our
interface compiler generates a stub for that component. This stub
is a table-driven top-down parser [1] that parses the sequence of
incoming method calls (i.e., the method invocations) based on the
interface grammar defined by the interface specification.



Our previous work focused on the generation of stubs for Java
components (where we define a component as a set of Java classes).
Hence, our first interface grammar language only allowed receive
events where a receive event represented a method call received by
the component stub. In this paper our goal is to verify web ser-
vices. Since a typical web service involves interaction between a
service provider (server) and a client, we can think of two verifi-
cation tasks: 1) verifying the server by generating a driver that be-
haves like a client, 2) verifying the client by generating a stub that
behaves like the server. In order to support both types of verifica-
tion, we have extended our interface grammar language to support
both receive and send events.

As discussed in [11] we allow nonterminals in interface gram-
mars to have parameters. This enables us to propagate the data val-
ues that might be used as arguments of the web service operations.
Moreover, it also enables us to specify recursive data structures.
Because we need to be able to pass data to the production rules
as well as retrieve them, we use call-by-value-return semantics for
parameters.

An interface grammar is expressed as a series of productions of
the form a(v1, . . . , vn) → A where v1, . . . , vn correspond to the
parameters of the non-terminal a and A is the right hand side of the
production which may contain the following:

• nonterminals, which we express as nt(v1, . . . , vn);

• semantic predicates that must evaluate to true for the produc-
tion to be available, which we express as JpK;

• semantic actions that are executed during the parse, which
we express as 〈〈a〉〉;

• incoming method calls, which we express as ?m(v1, . . . , vn);

• returns from incoming method calls, which we express as
¿m(v1, . . . , vn);

• outgoing method calls, which we express as !m(v1, . . . , vn);

• returns from outgoing method calls, which we express as
¡m(v1, . . . , vn).

Here v1, . . . , vn are variable names, which are lexically scoped.
For the purposes of the web service verification, the method calls

in the interface grammar represent the web service operations used.
The interface grammar shown in Figure 2 represents the client in-
terface for a simplified version of the AWS-ECS service described
in Section 2. To ease presentation, in the interface grammar shown
in Figure 2, we consider the following simplified versions of the
AWS-ECS operations. In the verification experiments reported in
Sections 5 and 6, we used the operations in their full complexity
without any simplifications.

• The method SEARCH is a simplification of the AWS-ECS op-
eration ItemSearch. It takes no arguments, and returns the
ASIN—the unique identifier for an item in the AWS-ECS data-
base—for some item in the database at random.

• The method CREATE is a simplification of the AWS-ECS op-
eration CartCreate. It takes a ASIN as an argument and re-
turns both a cart containing that ASIN and a unique item iden-
tifier for that row in that cart. We omit the numeric argument
for the purposes of this discussion, because the only values
that affect control flow are 0 and n > 0—that is, is the item
in the cart or not. Since CartCreate requires a positive inte-
ger, any n > 0 is sufficient.

• The method ADD is a simplification of the AWS-ECS opera-
tion CartAdd. It takes a cart and an ASIN as arguments and
returns both the modified cart and a unique item identifier for
that row in that cart. Just as with CartAdd, it is illegal to add
an ASIN to a cart that already contains it. We ignore here the
numerical argument for the same reasons we do for CREATE.

• The method MODIFY is a simplification of the AWS-ECS op-
eration CartModify. It takes a cart, an item identifier and a
non-negative integer as arguments and returns the modified
cart. Because 0 is a legitimate argument for CartModify, and
causes control flow complications if present (as the item re-
ferred to is now deleted from the cart) we must respect this
distinction in our simplification.

• The method GET is a simplification of the AWS-ECS opera-
tion CartGet. It takes a cart and returns it. For our purposes
it is a no-op; its utility only becomes apparent when multi-
ple concurrent programs attempt to modify the same cart, a
complication we do not address in this simplified example.

• The method CLEAR is a simplification of the AWS-ECS oper-
ation CartClear. It takes a cart and returns an empty cart.

We briefly address the semantics of these grammars in Section 4.
A more detailed description of the interface grammar semantics can
be found in [12, 11].

4. INTERFACE GRAMMAR COMPILER
In the previous sections we discussed the specification of server

or client interfaces of a web service using interface grammars. Now
that we have these interface grammars, we would like to generate
an actual web service driver and a web service stub in order to
perform client and server verification. We achieve this using our
interface compiler.

Given an interface specification for a web service server our in-
terface compiler generates a web service stub, and given an inter-
face specification for a web service client (such as the one shown
in Figure 2) our interface compiler generates a web service driver.

A web service stub generated by our interface compiler is a top-
down parser that parses the sequence of incoming SOAP requests.
A service driver generated by our interface compiler, on the other
hand, is a language generator which generates a sequence of SOAP
requests based on the interface grammar.

In Figure 3 we show the structure of a generic stub/driver gener-
ated by our interface compiler. Here the semantics of choose and
fail depend on the environment we are running in. In a conventional
JVM, we could have choose randomly select one of the options and
fail throw an exception. When running in a model checker like
Java PathFinder[7], choose and fail hook into the model checker’s
internal backtracking to exhaustively explore the entire state space.

In order to improve the efficiency of the generated stub/driver,
it is worthwhile to pre-compute some information that might be
useful in choosing the next production. For example, we may en-
counter circumstances where we know what the next terminal is—
we may have just gotten an incoming method call—and this infor-
mation could be helpful in picking the next production. Accord-
ingly, our interface compiler transforms the input interface gram-
mar into an LL(1) parse table. This way, in the event that we do
know what the next terminal is—that is that we have a symbol of
lookahead—we can avoid choosing a branch that is clearly wrong.
If we cannot determine that symbol of lookahead, then we fall back
to the original definition of choose.



start → search(asin); cart(asin) (1)
| ε (2)

search(asin) → !SEARCH(); ¡SEARCH(asin); search′(asin) (3)
search′(asin) → !SEARCH(); ¡SEARCH(asin); search′(asin) (4)

| ε (5)
cart(asin) → !CREATE(asin); ¡CREATE(cart, item); permute(cart, item); clear(cart) (6)

| ε (7)
permute(cart, item) → !GET(cart); ¡GET(cart); permute(cart, item) (8)

| 〈〈CHOOSE n > 0〉〉; !MODIFY(cart, item, n); ¡MODIFY(cart); permute(cart, item) (9)
| !MODIFY(cart, item, 0); ¡MODIFY(cart) (10)
| search(asin); permute′(cart, asin); permute(cart, item) (11)
| ε (12)

permute′(cart, asin) → Jasin 6∈ ran(cart)K; !ADD(cart, asin); ¡ADD(cart, item); permute(cart, item) (13)
| ε (14)

clear(cart) → !CLEAR(cart); ¡CLEAR(cart); clear(cart) (15)
| !GET(cart); ¡GET(cart); clear(cart) (16)
| search(asin); clear′(cart, asin) (17)
| ε (18)

clear′(cart, asin) → Jasin 6∈ ran(cart)K; !ADD(cart, asin); ¡ADD(cart, item);

permute(cart, item); clear(cart) (19)
| ε (20)

Figure 2: Interface grammar for an AWS-ECS client

stack← [start,⊥]
while stack 6= [⊥] do

o ‖ stack← stack
if o = nt(v1, . . . , vn) then

Choose a production P of o;
a = 〈〈bind o’s arguments to the values of v1, . . . , vn〉〉;
stack← [a] ‖P ‖ stack

else if o = JpK ∧ ¬p then
fail

else if o = 〈〈a〉〉 then
a

else if o = ?m(v1, . . . , vn) then
Receive the incoming method call m;
Bind m’s arguments to v1, . . . , vn

else if o = ¿m(v1, . . . , vn) then
Return from m with the values of v1, . . . , vn

else if o = !m(v1, . . . , vn) then
Call m with the values of v1, . . . , vn

else if o = ¡m(v1, . . . , vn) then
m returns;
Bind m’s return values to v1, . . . , vn

Figure 3: Generic stub/driver pseudocode generated by the in-
terface compiler

Since our interface grammars are not necessarily LL(1) (or even
context free) it is not guaranteed that LL(1) parse table will al-
ways provide a single choice. Moreover we need to augment the
LL(1) parse tables with the appropriate mechanisms to handle the
semantic predicates. The details of this process is discussed in our
earlier work [11]. Even for cases where the interface grammar is
not LL(1), the LL(1) table does help substantially in directing our
stubs/drivers.

5. CLIENT VERIFICATION
To demonstrate the value of our approach, we have performed

two distinct classes of experimentation. The first, the client ver-
ification we detail here, involves verification of a demonstration
client for the Amazon E-Commerce Service (AWS-ECS). We gen-
erate a stub for the SOAP communication layer so that we can verify
the client without connecting to the AWS-ECS and without any net-
work communication. The second, the server verification, involves
connecting directly to AWS-ECS itself and checking the AWS-ECS
implementation, which we detail in Section 6.

5.1 Amazon Web Service Client
The AWS-ECS client used here in our experiments is a demon-

stration of programming technique written by Amazon. It is called
the AWS-ECS Java Sample. This client performs no validation on
its input data whatsoever. It is intended as a programming example
showing how to use the SOAP and REST interfaces, not as some-
thing to use. Hence, it serves as a suitable vehicle for us in demon-
strating the bug finding capabilities of our approach.

The client consists of a Swing GUI that serves as a thinly veiled
interface to the AWS-ECS methods. To verify this client, we wish to
use JPF, which cannot handle GUIs; accordingly we have written
by hand a simple driver that explores several areas that we wish to



Type Time (in sec) Memory (in kB)
Typechecking failure 12.5 25,208
Nonsensical data 11.1 25,208
Uncorrelated data 20.8 43,360

Table 1: Input validation errors for the Client.

test. We can classify these areas into two major groupings: 1) input
errors that the client ought to be catching but doesn’t, and 2) con-
trol flow errors that represent execution sequences that are locally
valid but globally wrong. An example of the former is passing a
string when AWS-ECS expects an integer; an example of the lat-
ter is trying to modify contents of the cart after the cart has been
cleared. A proper AWS-ECS client should catch these errors and
prompt the user to provide appropriate input instead of passing er-
roneous requests to AWS-ECS. If such input validation is not done
at the client side, the user would either see a cryptic error message
sent back from the AWS-ECS, or, worse yet, the client may termi-
nate the session (or even crash) based on the error message sent
by AWS-ECS. By providing erroneous user input and control se-
quences to the client, our goal is to discover input and control flow
validation errors at the client side.

5.2 Input Errors
To begin, we analyze three input errors that the client, were it

doing proper input validation, would catch. In actual execution,
one of these (the typecheck failure) would be caught by the Axis
communication layer, but the other two would be communicated
to AWS-ECS, which would refuse to execute them. The data we
gathered for these three errors is summarized in Table 1.

The typechecking failure here exploits a failure of the client to
check that the XML Schema type of some of its inputs is actually
valid. This comes up when a user enters a string, when an integer
is expected. This does not get caught by the Java compiler, as the
data in question remains a string until it reaches the serialization
layer in the code. In actual execution this would be caught by Axis.

The nonsensical data failure here attempts to add a nonexistent
item to a nonexistent cart with a bad checksum. Since this is a syn-
tactically valid request, it would make it all the way to Amazon’s
servers before being rejected, whereas our stub catches it much ear-
lier.

Finally, the uncorrelated data failure here involves two method
calls. The method calls are in the correct sequence and would con-
stitute a valid sequence, except for the fact that the data associ-
ated with the two calls is completely uncorrelated. Specifically, we
search for an item and then attempt to add another, nonexistent,
item to the cart. This again would ordinarily make its way all the
way to Amazon.

In Table 1 we show the results of client verification using the JPF
model checker and the server server stub that is automatically gen-
erated by our interface compiler. Note that executing a verification
task like this one without the automatically generated server stub is
almost impossible with the existing model checking tools like JPF.
Without the server stub, the client has to send a SOAP request to
Amazon’s servers, which must execute its implementation of the
corresponding operation and send the result back. In our frame-
work, the calls to the AWS-ECS are replaced with calls to the server
stub. When the server stub receives an incoming call, it executes
the semantic predicates and actions that correspond to the operation
that is called, and returns the result.

5.3 Control Flow Errors
The preceding errors are useful, but do not demonstrate the full

Type Depth Time (sec) Memory (kB) Errors
To first error 2 31.8 43,360 0
To first error 3 64.2 62,084 1
To first error 4 49.6 73,456 1
To first error 5 57.3 73,456 1
All errors 2 31.8 43,360 0
All errors 3 77.3 62,084 2
All errors 4 266.8 111,816 15
All errors 5 862.6 229,872 68

Table 2: Control flow validation errors for the Client.

scope of our approach. Accordingly, we have coded the client
driver to call AWS-ECS methods in an undirected fashion. The
driver first initializes the cart, and then proceeds to call available
methods in no particular order. Some call sequences can be per-
fectly valid executions, but some of them can represent errors. For
example, modifying the contents of the cart after clearing it is non-
sensical. An appropriate AWS-ECS client would detect such errors
by storing some state information at the client side and warning
the user against such erroneous requests. In our framework, these
types of errors are caught during client verification since these er-
rors trigger semantic predicate violations in the interface grammar.

The data we gathered from these runs is summarized in Table 2.
Some important details concerning these: we have run each test
twice, once until JPF detected the first erroneous path, and then
once more discovering all possible erroneous paths. With a depth
of 2 our driver is incapable of going wrong; accordingly the first
error and all errors data for that depth are the same. At a depth
of 3, our analysis takes longer to detect the error than it does for
a depth of 4; this is because the first paths our driver executed at
depth 3 were in fact correct, and some backtracking had to occur
before an error could be detected. By contrast, the timing data for
runs detecting all errors follow the exponential time increase one
would expect.

6. SERVER VERIFICATION
For server verification, our interface compiler takes the inter-

face specification as input and automatically generates a driver that
sends SOAP requests to the web service. This driver is essentially a
sentence generator for the input interface grammar.

The basic sentence generator algorithm is the same algorithm
used for all interface grammars, as shown in Figure 3. Because
we are generating a driver for server verification, this becomes a
top-down sentence generation algorithm that starts with the start
symbol and generates a leftmost derivation by applying a produc-
tion rule to the non-terminal symbol at the top of the stack until
the stack is empty. Note that this algorithm generates the sentences
on-the-fly, i.e., while generating a sentence, the algorithm is also
executing the corresponding test case by making calls to the target
web service. The key step here is choosing the next production.
We experimented with two approaches for the choose function: 1)
random sentence generation and 2) Purdom’s algorithm.

6.1 Random Sentence Generation
A random sentence generator chooses the next production in the

sentence generation algorithm randomly. In order to assess the ef-
fectiveness of this random testing approach, we measured the fol-
lowing coverage criteria:

• Non-terminal coverage: If we generate sentences randomly,
how many sentences do we need to generate in order to cover
all the non-terminals and how long does that take? Note that,
100% non-terminal coverage is achieved when all the non-



Figure 4: The amount of time it takes to test Amazon’s AWS-
ECS implementation using the test sequences generated by the
random sentence generator

Figure 5: Non-terminal and production coverage obtained us-
ing the random sentence generator

terminals appear in derivation of some sentence that has been
generated so far.

• Production coverage: If we generate sentences randomly,
how many sentences do we need to generate in order to cover
all the productions and how long does that take? Note that,
100% production coverage is achieved when all the produc-
tions are used in some sentence that has been generated so
far.

In order to do these measurements we ran ten tests. In each of
these tests, we ran the generator until it generated 100 sentences,
and then we did the measurements. Finally, we took the averages
of these ten measurements. Figures 4 and 5 show the results of our
experiments. In Figure 4, we see that the verification time increases
linearly with the number of sentences. Figure 5 shows that the full
production and nonterminal coverage is achieved after generating
41 sentences on the average. Generating 41 sentences and execut-
ing the corresponding 41 test sequences takes about 127 seconds.
The generation of the sentences and the execution of the test se-
quences are done at the same time. The average number of steps
in derivations generated by the random generator was 17.5, and the

average number of SOAP requests that were generated per deriva-
tion was 3.2.

6.2 Purdom’s Algorithm
Purdom’s algorithm [16] is a sentence generation algorithm that,

given a context free grammar, generates a small set of short sen-
tences that guarantees production coverage (i.e., while generating
these sentences each production is used at least once). It was de-
veloped as a test case generation technique for testing parsers. In
this work, we use Purdom’s algorithm to generate sentences from a
given interface grammar to test the target web service. The gener-
ated sentences consist of terminals that correspond to the web ser-
vice’s SOAP requests. Using Purdom’s algorithm we can guarantee
production coverage (and consequently, terminal and nonterminal
coverage).

Given a context free grammar, Purdom’s algorithm tries to use
all the productions for all the non-terminal symbols. We use a
top-down version of Purdom’s algorithm [13] where sentences are
generated on-the-fly, while executing the test sequences that corre-
spond to the generated sentences.

To apply Purdom’s algorithm, we use the same basic top-down
sentence generator as in Figure 3, modifying only choose. For
choose, Purdom’s algorithm picks a production not only for the
non-terminal symbol in the top of the stack, but also all the other
non-terminals that might still have productions that are not covered.
Purdom’s algorithm keeps track of two types of nonterminals: 1)
nonterminals that have uncovered productions, and 2) nonterminals
that might help in reaching a nonterminal with uncovered produc-
tions. If a nonterminal does not fall in either of this categories, then
it is marked as finished. When a finished nonterminal appears in the
top of the stack, Purdom’s algorithm picks the shortest derivation
for that nonterminal. This way Purdom’s algorithm tries to keep
the lengths of the generated sentences short.

We ran Purdom’s algorithm on the AWS-ECS grammar. Purdom’s
algorithm generated 5 sentences that covered all the productions.
These 5 sentences were 2, 11, 58, 33 and 16 derivations long and
contained 0, 2, 10, 5 and 2 SOAP requests, respectively. The aver-
age derivation length was 24 and the average number of SOAP re-
quests was 3.8. It took 20 seconds to generate these 5 sentences and
to execute the test sequences that correspond to these sentences.

6.3 Errors in Amazon Web Service
During the sever verification experiments we discovered two er-

rors. These errors correspond to mismatches between the interface
grammar specification and the AWS-ECS implementation.

Error 1: Our initial reading of the AWS-ECS specification led
us to believe that it was okay to send multiple ADD requests for
the same ASIN. We believed that this would lead to multiple lines
in the cart with distinct item IDs, but not otherwise cause trouble.
We learned that this was incorrect when we discovered an assertion
violation during server verification, and added guards to the corre-
sponding productions to satisfy this restriction. This restriction is
not explicitly stated in the AWS-ECS API specification.

Error 2: Our driver checks that the contents of the cart returned
by Amazon are precisely those we expect to see. In the AWS-ECS,
the items in a cart are stored in a sequence of sequences, which is
mapped by the Java layer to a field cartItems on the Cart. This is an
instance of the CartItems type, which in its field cartItem contains
an array of CartItem objects. We believed that an empty cart, that
is a cart with no items, would have a non null Cart.cartItems that
contains an array of zero length. However in the AWS-ECS imple-
mentation, this is translated as a null Cart.cartItems, so we were
forced to change our semantic predicate accordingly. This issue is



not explicitly stated in the API documentation either, although it is
present in the WSDL specification.

The experiments we reported in the previous section were con-
ducted after we changed the predicates mentioned above to fix these
two errors. We also conducted experiments in the faulty versions
where above errors were present. We ran the random sentence gen-
erator ten times, stopping each time as soon as we discovered the
bug, and took the averages of both time and number of sentences.
For the assertion violation (Error 1) the error was discovered after
3.6 runs and took 2.5 seconds. For the null pointer (Error 2) it took
on average 5.2 runs and 10.1 seconds to discover the error.

Purdom’s algorithm took 12 seconds and generated three sen-
tences before discovering Error 2. However, Purdom’s algorithm
did not discover Error 1. This is due to the fact that the sentences
generated by Purdom’s algorithm do not correspond to the scenario
where this error is triggered. This, in a way, demonstrates that pro-
duction coverage is not a very effective criteria since it missed one
of the two bugs in the AWS-ECS.

The errors mentioned above can either be considered an error in
the AWS-ECS specification or an error in the AWS-ECS implemen-
tation. Eventually the goal of both client and server verification is
to catch the semantic mismatches between the client’s and server’s
understanding of the web service interface specification. In our ap-
proach this interface specification is the interface grammar specifi-
cation. During client verification we look for mismatches between
the interface grammar specification and client implementation and
during server verification we look for mismatches between the in-
terface grammar specification and the server implementation. As
our results demonstrate, our approach is effective in identifying
both types of mismatches.

7. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and implemented a framework for conduct-

ing modular verification of web services based on interface gram-
mars. We use interface grammars to specify the interfaces of web
services. Using our interface compiler, these interface grammars
are automatically converted to web service stubs/drivers to enable
modular verification. We applied these techniques to a client for
the key interfaces of the Amazon E-Commerce Service and also to
the Amazon E-Commerce Service server directly, and have demon-
strated that our approach is feasible and efficient.
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